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The Lieb-Thirring inequalities give a sharp upper bound for the LP-norm of a 
function which is the pointwise sum of the squares of a finite orthonormal sequence 
of functions that are elements of a suitable Sobolev space [LT]. Originally proven 
for the functions defined on the whole n-dimensional Euclidean space, they were 
later extended to bounded domains and to suborthogonal sequences of functions 
[GMT]. Here, we present a simple proof of these inequalities for bounded intervals 
in one space dimension utilizing simple Sobolev inequalities and standard results 
from Hilbert space theory. 0 1991 Academic PI~SS, hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION: AGMON INEQUALITY, SUBORTHOGONAL SEQUENCES 
Let HT(0, L) denote either the space HT(O, L) or the space of periodic, 
m-times differentiable functions on (0, L) with zero average, that is 
H;e,(O, L). In both cases, the norm given by 
ll~ll, = WdL2(O,L) for m = 1, 2, . . . (1.1) 
is equivalent to the standard norm in the respective space. The Agmon 
inequality reads 
kPlta.(O,L) G IIPIIO Ildl l- (1.2) 
On the other hand, using the standard interpolation inequalities in 
W(O, L), that is // cpJ\ k 6 \I cp\J m _ , llcp\l,,, + 1, one easily deduces that 
with b = 1/2m. 
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Let us call a sequence of functions (pi, cp2, .. . . (P,,, in W’(0, L) orthonor- 
ma1 if (cp,, cp.) , L~cO,L) = 6,, for 1 <i, j<n. Clearly, if (cp,, cp2, .. . . cp,} is an 
orthonormal sequence, then it satisfies 
n n 
1 cicj(cPi9 ‘pi)L2(0,L)G 1 cZ9 (1.4) 
i,j= I r=l 
for any set of real numbers c1 , c2, . . . . c,. Following Ghidaglia-Marion- 
Temam we call a sequence of functions suborthogonal if it satisfies (1.4). 
Suborthogonal sequences already appeared in the dimension analysis of the 
attractors arising from systems of partial differential equation where it is 
shown that the LiebThirring inequality is still valid (see [GMT]). As a 
simple example of suborthogonal sequence, let us consider an orthonormal 
sequence in HlL’(0, L) x R of the form {t,= (cpi, W,)};= 1. Then the 
sequence { cp,, (p2, . . . . cp,} is suborthogonal, since 
igl cf =i $ 1 cicj(ti, 5j)H 
= ii, cicj(Vi, (pi)L2(0,L) + ( i ci wi)2. (1.5) 
,=I 
This example occurred in the analysis of the original Burgers’ equations 
(see [El). 
2. THE PROOF OF THE GENERALIZED LIEB-THIRRING INEQUALITIES 
In one-space dimension, the generalized LiebThirring inequality can be 
stated as: 
THEOREM [GMT]. If {cp,}~, 1 is a suborthogonal sequence in H’!‘(O, L) 
then 
s 
L 
P(X) '+2mdxQK i IlCpjll~y (2.1) 
0 i= 1 
where p(x) = Cr= 1((pi(x))2 for x in (0, L) and the constant K may depend on 
m but is independent of n and L. 
Proof: Let A denote the self-adjoint operator D2” with domain D(A) = 
H?‘(O, L) A Hzm(O, L). Since H?(O, L) is continuously contained in the 
space of continuous functions on (0, L) for m = 1,2, . . . and since D(A) is 
dense H’Y(O, L) it s&ices to show (2.1) under the additional assumption 
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that ‘pi’s belong to D(A). From now on, we assume that cpl, cpz, .. . . (P,, 
belong to D(A). The proof is an adaptation of the one found by the second 
author and given in [T, p. 3503, for the case of orthogonal sequences, the 
main difference here being the replacement of some equalities by 
inequalities, in order to include the case of suborthogonal sequences. 
Let us assume that { cpi};= I is a suborthogonal sequence in the sense of 
(1.4) and let 
4 = wn(cp,, cp2, . . . . cp,}. (2.2) 
We consider the operator A, defined by 
A,=P,Al,, (2.3) 
where P, is the orthogonal projection onto the space Ho. Clearly, A,, is still 
a positive self-adjoint operator and, hence, Ho has an orthonormal basis 
formed by the eigenvectors vl, u2, . . . . vk of A,, corresponding to the eigen- 
values cz,, x2, . . . . @k with k <n. We start by a simple remark: There exists 
an n x k matrix with scalar entries 
T= (Tij)nxk, (2.4) 
such that 
pi= 1 Tjivj. (2.5) 
j=l 
The same matrix also maps [u,(x), u2(x), . . . . u,Jx)] to [rpl(x), q2(x), . . . . 
cp,(x)] for all x in [0, 11. By the suborthogonality of the sequence (cpi}r= 1
and by the orthonormality of {ui}$= r, we deduce from (2.5) that 
JIcJJ'= i cf>- f cjCm(cP,, cP,)= i CjCrn i T,Thrn(Uiv oh) 
j=l j,m=l j,m=l i,h= 1 
=,ilCjC- t T~T~~=(Tc,Tc)=IITc~J~, 
i= 1 
(2.6) 
where we have set c = [c, c2, . . . . c,]. Consequently, the matrix T is a 
contraction on [Wk. that is 
II TII., d 1. (2.7) 
With the help of this observation, we follow the main stream of the 
argument already given in [T, p. 3503. 
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Let 5 = (t,, t2, . . . . 5,) be any vector in R”; then using the inequality (1.3 ) 
where we have used once again the fact that { cpj}:, , is suborthogonal. 
Now we set 
5j= cPjCx) and ajh = (D”qj, D”rPh). (2.9) 
Then, by definition of pVp, we obtain that 
p,(x) < pJx)(’ -6”2 ( i vJ(x) (Phb) ajh)hi2. (2.10) 
j,h= 1 
After simplification and integration from 0 to L, we deduce that 
n 
p~+““‘(X)dXb 1 (‘Pi> (Ph) ajh 
j,h= 1 
= i i T,T,,a,,<Tr(TdT*), (2.11) 
,,h=l r=l 
where 
(2.12) 
is a positive definite real-valued matrix whose trace is given by 
tr(4= i (D”cPj, D”cPj)= i ll~,lIk. (2.13) 
j= 1 j= 1 
Returning to (2.11) and using the fact that tr(MN) = tr(NM) for 
M= Td112 and N = s#‘~~‘T*, we deduce that 
s 
L 
p’p 
1+(1~d)(~)dx<Tr(T~T*)=Tr(&1’2T*T&”2) 
0 
409,162 I-17 
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In the above inequality, we have utilized the fact that T*T is a contraction 
and that .JZ’~‘~ is a positive operator. Since 6 = 1/2m the theorem 
follows. 1 
Remark. Although we have obtained K= 1 during the above proof, this 
value may not be the sharpest one. 
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